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How to Use This Book
This book is available to download for Artechoke Media customers that purchased the cloud version. If 
you downloaded this book for free via another channel, please consider supporting the author and the 
owners of Artechoke Media (an extremely small jiu-jitsu business) so that we can make more books like 
this in the future.

For best results, ePub readers should use an up-to-date iBooks application to view the book as other 
readers may not support rich media. For Android users, use an e-reader that supports ePub3 (Gitden 
Reader is our favorite). If videos are not loading and graphics appear to be missing, check to see if your 
device and your reader support media rich ePubs. If you are reading the interactive PDF, download the 
most recent version of Adobe Reader and fully update Flash for an optimal viewing experience.

BAsIc InTeRAcTIvITy

This book relies heavily on rich media which includes looped animations of techniques in action and 
instructional videos compressed and optimized for mobile viewing. Learning to interact with this content 
is essential to your enjoyment of the content.

1. If you are using the ePub version of the book, swipe your finger to turn pages. If you are using the 
interactive PDF version, scroll through the document as you would a webpage or a regular PDF.

2. This book includes a comprehensive table of contents to make jumping from technique to technique 
quick and easy. If you are using the iBooks reader, click in the heading of your reader to reveal a table of 
contents icon. All other users can scroll to the beginning of the book to access the full list of techniques.

3. For ePub readers, if a video does not play automatically, click the play icon to begin the video and 
click the enlarge icon in the bottom right hand corner to get a better look at the technique. For interac-
tive PDF readers, right click the media and toggle “enable/disable” media to force the video to play. This 
technology is relatively new for ePubs and PDFs, so it is unfortunately not perfect.

4. To launch instructional videos, click the play graphics at the end of each technique to load the video. 
These videos have been compressed for the sake of file size and bandwidth. Please use your cloud 
access if you prefer to view the video in 720p.

Like us on Facebook.

Follow us on Twitter.

subscribe to our channel on youTube.

check out our other books.

http://artechokemedia.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ArtechokeMedia
https://twitter.com/ArtechokeMedia
http://www.youtube.com/user/ArtechokeMedia
http://artechokemedia.com/books/


Introduction
Like many American practitioners of Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, I owe mixed martial arts for leading me to the art. 
But unlike most, my story really begins with Dungeons & Dragons.

In the early 2000’s, my interests were typical of a nerdy teenager: video games, computers, wasting time 
online, and, naturally, playing D&D with my friends.

My friends were preparing to start a new D&D adventure, and this meant rolling up new characters. 
I wanted to play something I’d never played before. swords, axes, and magic spells were too cliché. 
Reading through a D&D book, I ran across a picture of a dwarf running into a fight wearing padded 
armor covered in metal spikes. That was something totally different. The book laid out how to draw up 
a character sheet for a grappler that tosses enemies around and pins them to death. That sounded bad 
ass, but what does “grappling” really look like? I looked for examples.

When I told my dad what I was up to, he said he knew just what to show me. He put on The smashing 
Machine. If anyone fits the description of a “dwarf who tosses enemies around and pins them to death,” 
its Mark Kerr. Before this, my only experience with MMA was watching the pale white giant semmy 
schilt in spandex shorts pummeling someone against a chain-link fence on the new spike Tv channel. 
I found Kerr’s story tragic, but the film pulled back the curtain on the MMA world, and I wanted to learn 
more.

While I never did play the spike-studded grappler in D&D, MMA kept my interest. The question was how 
to find more of it.

At this time, watching MMA wasn’t as easy as turning on the Tv or going online. This was before UFc 
on Fox Sports. It would be a few years before the first season of The Ultimate Fighter. YouTube did not 
exist yet. BitTorrent was in its infancy. But Borders bookstores and Blockbuster video were still in busi-
ness, and they carried MMA events on DvD. I began buying up old UFc’s and Prides. My sister Kelly 
took an interest too, and we quickly became eager but uneducated MMA fans.

nightly MMA event viewings became commonplace in our house. My sister and I looked up the records 
for fighters we liked. We started learning the big names, many of them ending in Gracie. We became 
big fans of sakuraba, the infamous “Gracie Killer.” We found a few grainy fan-made highlights reels on 
sherdog.com to download.

After months of watching MMA, memorizing fighter stats, and reading whatever I could online, my dad 
asked the obvious question: Why don’t you try it if you like it so much? He was trying to get me out from 
behind a keyboard, where I spent most of my time. This was the only sport I’d ever shown any interest 
in. Taking his advice, I started trying to find a martial arts school.

One friend recommended a kung fu place. A coworker wanted me to try a class at her karate dojo. I 
even went in to meet her instructor and take a brochure. someone else mentioned a local boxing gym.

All these options seemed like they had potential, but what did I know? (These MMA guys did kung fu or 
something, right?) My knowledge of martial arts was limited to Jackie chan movies and playing Tekken. 
The first UFCs--and the upheaval of the martial arts world caused by Royce Gracie’s success--were 
over a decade earlier and completely unknown to me. 

Before I took anyone up on their offers, I looked around online to find out what my favorite MMA fighters 
trained in. Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu usually popped up as their primary style. Many of the fighters were Gracies 



or trained under a Gracie. Maybe that’s the style I should look into...

When I turned to the MMA message boards to ask what martial art to do, fan boys confirmed my sus-
picion, declaring BJJ as the best art (followed quickly by others arguing for Muay Thai, wrestling, judo, 
etc.). The prevailing opinion was to find a BJJ school. That failing, do something that could give you 
cauliflower ear. (That’s still good advice for judging if a martial art is combative enough.)

One particular poster on sherdog.com’s grappling board recommended a BJJ school in my hometown, 
some place called Gracie Barra. He trained there before moving away. A Google search found the 
school’s website. Aside from a lone image of an intimidating Brazilian guys in a combat stance, the only 
useful info was a phone number and address.

During a break at work, I gave the number a call.

A gruff voice answered, “Hey.”

“Uh, hi, I’m calling about the schedule.” I said.

“What schedule?”

“For the classes...”

“What classes?”

“Jiu-jitsu classes?”

“Oh right, jiu-jitsu classes!” he said with a spark of recognition.

He eagerly told me the class times and encouraged me to come any time. years later, I told eduardo 
about that first phone call and asked him what was up with it. 

He laughed and said, “I dunno, I probably thought you were a telemarketer.”

somewhat confused but now armed with the schedule, I planned a night to go try a class after work.

My sister and my best friend Alex came to do the intro class with me. The school was in a warehouse 
complex, away from the road and near the back of the facility. It was wedged between an A/c compa-
ny’s air filter storage and a scrap metal collector. The entrance was a metal roll up door. The back side 
was a loading bay facing a railroad track. The walls were unfinished cinderblock and the ceiling was cor-
rugated metal. We stepped into a “lobby” made up of a rusty desk and plastic chairs on bare concrete.

We stood awkwardly in the doorway, glancing around the small gym for who to talk to. some guys were 
putting on their gis and tying their belts. A curly-haired man wearing a white gi and a black belt peered 
around the drywall bathroom built into the side of the room, then came running over to welcome us. He 
told us his name was eduardo de Lima, he was the instructor, and we were welcome to try a class.

After a big warm-up that had me do more push-ups than I’d ever done in my life, eduardo brought us 
to the corner of the mat while the rest of the students drilled. He had us each lay on our backs while a 
lightweight female blue belt took mount.

He told us, “Try to escape without poking her eyes out!”



We all thrashed and flailed around but failed. Instead, she usually ended up on our backs.

When this happened, eduardo stopped us and asked “Is this better or worse?”

Worse, we found out. Our first lesson was “Don’t turn your back to someone who wants to beat you up.”

“Let’s learn the right way now.” 

He showed us how to trap an arm, trap a foot, and bridge over. Much easier.

We learned a few more moves, then were given a chance to spar. My best friend was very athletic, so 
he eagerly jumped in. My sister and I weren’t so confident, so we sat back and watched while a little 
blue belt climbed all over him and tapped him out over and over.

It would be a week before I took my second class. Like I said, I’d never done so many push-ups before. I 
could barely lift my arms for a week. But next Monday I was back in the school with my sister and friend 
joining me.

For the first few months, I’d get a knot in my stomach while driving to class. My dad would try to pump 
me up by blasting hard rock from his truck’s stereo. He’d yell “Go kick ass!” and try to hype me up. It just 
made me more nervous, but now I miss the ridiculousness of it. At the time, I tried to tune him out and 
calm my nerves.

What was I so nervous about? Remember the perspective of a brand new white belt. Until you learn 
the class format, you don’t know what’s going to happen next. every technique is new and strange, and 
remembering even a few simple steps to repeat is difficult. You’re surrounded by strangers who all know 
more than you, then you are expected to grab one of them to drill a strange movement on them. you 
worry you’re wasting everyone’s time. Then you’re made to spar and spend rounds getting squashed, 
sucking wind, and tapping repeatedly.

The biggest encouragement at this time came from my classmates and instructor. The toughest looking, 
most intimidating guys would take the time to see how we were doing and say they were glad to see 
us still coming. If our ride was late picking us up, someone would stay to make sure my sister and I got 
home safely. These little gestures went a long way.

eduardo was especially encouraging to my sister and me. As class was winding down, he would pull us 
over and tell us stories about his days in Brazil. We heard how he went to high school with Renzo and 
Ryan Gracie and the trouble they all got into. He had a story about Rickson throwing around mall cops 
when they thought he was setting off cherry bombs in toilets. He told us how he got beat up by a bunch 
of fifteen-year-olds at his first class, and the frustration just made him more determined to learn jiu-jitsu.

He also shared lessons from his life’s philosophy. One of these had a big impact on me. It is one of the 
reasons I became so dedicated to jiu-jitsu. 

sitting in our gis on the side of the mat, eduardo grabbed our elbows and told us: “you need to have a 
passion! I don’t care if it’s jiu-jitsu or chess or cooking. Just don’t sit around eating junk food and watch-
ing Tv. Do something! you only live once--don’t waste it!”

While that may not be groundbreaking to you, when you’re an impressionable young white belt like I 
was, hearing it from your idol leaves a big impression.



This is just the first few months of a ten year story, but this is the part I wanted to share with you most. 
We all start somewhere. Black belts were once white belts. Jiu-jitsu is a long road, and no one has seen 
the end of it yet.



Chapter 1: Basic Crucifix Setups
The best way to add the crucifix to your game is to treat it as a component of a larger strategy for attacking the back. 
In this chapter, we’re going to develop skills that every grappler needs to know but are especially valuable when our 
goal is the crucifix.

While the first two techniques–countering bad single legs and fireman’s carry takedowns–are shown as quick in-
troductions to the crucifix, most of this chapter has you using transitions to gain other superior positions that will 
ultimately lead to the crucifix. These core lessons are:

Sprawl — Defending takedowns and exposing the back.

Spin Behind — Countering side control escapes and securing back control.

Side Ride — Controlling a turtled opponent and setting up the crucifix and other attacks.

Even though I call these basic techniques, you will learn to use them in advanced ways. If you truly commit to 
integrating the crucifix into your jiu-jitsu--and you may find that it fills a gap you didn’t even know you had--these 
setups will become a big part of your arsenal. You will find yourself hitting them faster and faster, especially if you 
put the time into drilling them. After a few months of working on the crucifix, you will start to trap the arm without 
even thinking about. That’s when your crucifix game will be truly dangerous.












1-1 Countering Bad Single Leg
When introducing a student to the crucifix, I like to first present it as an answer for a “bad” single leg takedown. 
Here your opponent has latched on to your leg but made the mistake of leaving his head outside. In this case, your 
opponent has given you a gift-wrapped present--you just need to take it!

Once you know to look for it, you’ll be surprised at how often this situation presents itself. While experienced grap-
plers can’t be expected to foolishly insist on a head-outside single, as you develop your other skills (like sprawling 
and spinning behind, covered later), you’ll be able to force your opponents into this compromised position, if even 
for a moment. As you’ll see, it’s actually common for the arm to become exposed as your opponent scrambles to sal-
vage a failing takedown or to prevent you from taking the back. The key is recognizing the opportunity and seizing 
it.   

common Mistake: Trying to Put Hooks In   

caught in a “bad” single leg, overeager beginners may try to leap into rear mount and throw hooks in 
only to be sloppily dragged off. Despite its reputation as an advanced position, here the crucifix is the 
simpler and safer answer. Below, you see what happens if you fail to get your hooks in. you end up on 
your back fighting to recover your guard, a defensive position.















      






1-2 Countering Fireman’s Carry
Countering a fireman’s carry or a high crotch takedown with the crucifix is similar to countering a bad single leg, 
but the threat of being taken down in this scenario is more serious. An opponent skilled with these takedowns 
knows the risks and will be quick to hide their arm, making your window of opportunity much smaller. The wres-
tlers or Judokas that love this style of takedown hit it quickly and with power, so expect to be tossed a few times 
until you get the hang of the timing.

As with most counters, don’t needlessly bait your opponent unless you are very confident. You need to respect a 
skillful fireman’s carry at all times. The safer approach is to proactively seek your own takedowns (or pull guard, if 
that’s your strategy). But it doesn’t hurt to have an ace up your sleeve for when you need it.    
      












1-3 Sprawl
Every grappler needs a solid sprawl. The sprawl is a cornerstone of jiu-jitsu and wrestling, with good reason. You 
won’t get far without a strong way to deal with the ubiquitous single and double leg takedowns. Even if you have 
an advanced guard game, a successful takedown often puts you out of position, putting you behind on points and 
struggling to recover a neutral position. Here, we use the sprawl to stop our opponent’s forward driving takedowns 
and then secure the front headlock. In the coming pages, we’ll use the front headlock to spin behind and gain back 
control from side ride.

Sprawl Versus Double Leg Takedown  

Sprawl Versus Single Leg Takedown  

Toes or No Toes?

My students often ask whether or not to use their toes when they sprawl. The answer is that both ways have their 
uses and knowing the right time to do one or the other is what’s more important. Being on your toes allows you to 
drive forward and change directions faster, which will be necessary for executing the spin behind. Being on your 
toes can backfire, though, because it allows your opponent to stand you up, suck in your hips, and twist you down.

Hips High and on the Toes   





















By straightening your toes and extending your legs, you can keep sliding backwards and creating downward pres-
sure as your opponent drives you across the mat. Once you’ve killed your opponent’s shot, you can go to your toes 
to regain both your mobility and your ability to generate forward pressure.   












1-3a Crossface to Side Ride
Having killed our opponent’s shot and secured the front headlock, our next objective is to advance to side ride.

Side ride is the name for the position where we are beside a turtled opponent, ideally with a dominant grip like the 
seat belt. From side ride, you’re no longer in much danger of being taken down, and more excitingly, you’re able to 
launch attacks like clock chokes, back takes, and as we’ll soon be doing, the crucifix.

In this transition, we’re using a crossface to control our opponent as we move from the front headlock to side ride. 
The pressure of the crossface allows the technique to work even when they stubbornly refuse to let go of your legs 
and it creates a strong defensive structure, blocking your opponent from turning into you as you transition.   
      















1-3b Fast Spin Behind
In the last technique, we used a deep crossface to block our opponent’s movement as we progressed toward our goal 
of taking the back. In this technique, we accomplish the same objective by taking a shortcut. This transition relies 
more on speed and timing, so drilling it until it’s instinctual is critical. In reality, you may find yourself blending this 
move and the last, depending on what your opponent is giving to you. Experience will teach you when to be fast 
and loose or tight and slow. Practice both ways and find the right mix for you.    
      















1-4 Spin Behind
Early in my jiu-jitsu training, my professor Eduardo de Lima impressed on me the importance of the spin behind 
as one of the best weapons against bigger, stronger opponents. Holding down a brute can be an impossible task, and 
you don’t want to be caught like a deer in headlights when they turn in to take you down. Being able to spin behind 
allows you to flow, avoiding danger while maintaining a dominant position.

Given its simplicity and effectiveness, I consider the spin behind a “must know” technique, especially for light-
weights. This is a critical skill to master for attacking the back. Start drilling it today.

Below I present the two main variations of the spin behind that I practice and teach. The first version is how I was 
first taught, and the second is what I learned from watching competitors like Ryan Hall and the Mendes brothers. 
Each way is worth knowing, especially when you learn the unique uses for each approach.

Spin Behind With Base Switch

Starting a spin behind by switching your base is more explosive and allows you to break grips on your legs, especial-
ly if your opponent is gripping your pants. 1 2 3 4 

The trade-off is in the time it takes to re-switch your base and spin to the other side, your opponent can flatten out 
and hide their back, like so:  
  





















While you didn’t take the back, consider this a success. You killed their escape, forced them to waste energy, and 
maintained a dominant position. In fact, back and forth spin behinds are often done as a side control retention drill. 
We are just aiming a little higher by trying to use it to take the back.

Spin Behind Without Base Switch

In this variation, the goal is to quickly wedge a knee behind your opponent’s shoulders as you spin behind. This 
blocks them from flattening out or turning in once you’re on the far side. A particularly fast or strong opponent 
may still find a way to flatten out and protect their back, but you’ve lost nothing while they wasted time and energy.
          


















1-4b Spin Behind While Passing
One of the best moments to take advantage of the spin behind is in the transition between passing guard and se-
curing side control. Your opponent has their best odds of escaping in these moments before the position solidifies, 
so he will often use this opportunity to scramble out of danger. Knowing this, we can be two steps ahead by having 
another angle of attack prepared.

My goal here is not to go into depth with each guard pass but rather to show a variety of passes that can seamlessly 
incorporate a spin behind. The common characteristic shared between these passes is that each creates a moment 
where the opponent can try to escape by turning in for an underhook, giving us an opening for the spin behind.

Bullfighter Pass to Spin Behind    

 
X-Pass to Spin Behind   
   





















Cross Knee Pass to Spin Behind  

 
Leg Drag to Spin Behind    


























1-5 Side Ride
As a teacher I like to present all the options so students can test and compare for themselves. Here, you’ll see many 
ways to grip and position yourself from the top of turtle. Through experimentation you will find which you like 
most in different circumstances. No single grips or positioning is best, but each has the potential to be the best tool 
in the moment.

I’ve chosen to separate side ride controls into upper body grips and lower body positioning. Certain grips and 
positionings will pair better together, but I want to lay them out clearly so you can recombine them. The basic rule 
is to see how far towards your opponent’s head or hips you are, and pick a grip that doesn’t over-extend your arms 
or block your movement. For example, the seat belt is very good when you’re beside your opponent and near their 
head, but double lapel or spiral ride is more natural as you circle behind. 

Seat Belt
The seat belt (also called the harness) is the standard back control grip. Key points: Hug tight by pulling your elbows 
back towards your ribs to glue your chest to the middle of their back.

One-On-One
With one hand controlling their wrist, your other is free to attack the neck or grab elsewhere. This is naturally leads 
into the clock choke, as taught later.

Double Lapel
Obviously a gi-dependent grip, but a very effective one at that. You can steer your opponent around by their lapels. 
I like this grip against heavier opponents because you can quickly release it and free your arms if they try to flip you 
over.












Spiral Ride
The name “spiral ride” is borrowed from wrestling, though I’m sure a true wrestler would argue it’s not quite the 
same. Drive one arm down by the hip, and the other pushes on the back of the armpit. This cross-pressure controls 
their movement and blocks guard pulls.

Body Lock
A simple body lock around the waist is useful when you’re further behind your opponent. Be careful not to reach 
too deeply or you risk giving them Sakuraba-style kimuras.

Hip-To-Hip
Stay on your toes and drive your hip against theirs to pressure the position and control their movement.

Knee-In
You will often find space under them to drive your knee in. This becomes especially useful later when we get into 
trapping the arm for the crucifix, and for blocking guard returns. Just be careful because you can compromise your 
balance and get rolled over too.















Sprawl
Sprawling out can be useful when you’re further behind. Be ready to jump from one side to another, otherwise you 
risk them turning and sitting to guard.

Shin Pin
Drive your knee over their ankle, pinning it under your shin. Make sure you keep your foot hooked outside their leg 
so they don’t try any rolling kneebar nonsense on you. 












1-5a Preventing Guard Return
All of the effort you invest in achieving the side ride position will be for nothing if your opponent can simply sit to 
his butt and pull guard. You need to be able to deal with this problem without losing position. The first option be-
low, driving the knee across, works best when you are closer to your opponent’s head. Jumping behind to the other 
side works best when you’re already somewhat to their rear. Your opponent may not be turtled any more, but you’re 
still in a dominant position, which is what really matters.

Drive Knee
The key to this move is realizing that your opponent can’t recover guard if your knee stays in front of his far knee. 
Shove your knee across when you feel him turning and sitting in. Be mindful that your arm doesn’t get trapped in 
his armpit or you’ll get reversed!   

Jump Behind
When you are further behind your opponent as he starts sitting into guard, you may be too late to cover the dis-
tance with the knee drive. In this case, the better solution is to spin behind, denying the escape. Once you drag your 
opponent to his side, you can secure a seatbelt or side control. Important note: This move works best with double 
lapel grips or a body lock around the waist.   





















      






1-5b Taking the Back
While the crucifix is our main focus, we should not pass up chances to launch more traditional attacks. Taking the 
back is a classic strategy, and I’ll show you one of my favorite ways to do it.

By combining our attacks, we can overload our opponent’s defenses. From our superior position, we can simulta-
neously threaten to take the back, get the crucifix, or clock choke (as we’ll cover next). Our opponent is forced to 
dodge bullets from three angles. We don’t mind if he avoids the first two shots by jumping in front of the third.

The key to this back take is committing fully to the movement. You can’t just sit down next to them and hope they’ll 
fall over into your lap. Generate twisting power, starting at your feet and traveling up through your body into your 
grip around their back. This full-body torque is what flips them over.









1-5c Clock Choke
The clock choke is classic submission against the turtle that every grappler should know and practice. Even if you 
don’t finish it, the threat of the clock choke can make your opponent expose themselves to other attacks.

My approach to finishing the clock choke is different for how it is usually taught. I sprawl with my head on the floor 
instead of sitting out. My instructor Eduardo de Lima drilled this finish into me because he believes it’s more stable 
and secure. He isn’t alone in his opinion either. This finish was famously used by Wallid Ismail to choke Royce Gra-
cie out cold in Royce’s brief entry into sport BJJ in 1998.

Of course, both finishes work. When presented with different ways to do the same technique, I recommend trying 
each method. Understand their unique strengths and weaknesses and find the approach that’s right for you.    
      















1-5d Drill: Turtle Spin
At first glance, controlling from the top of turtle may look easy, but like any top position it requires a heightened 
sensitivity to your weight placement, your ability to pressure, and your opponents subtle shifts in positioning. Spin 
drills will teach you balance and pressure from the top of turtle, improving your ability to maintain stability, control, 
and pressure so that you can focus your attention on your attacks. These drills are great for warm-ups, and if you 
wrestled you have probably done these until your toes bled.

No-Hands Spin Drill
Beginners may need to keep their hands out in case they lose their balance. As your balance improves, putting your 
hands behind your back will make you focus on using the contact between their back and your torso to exert pres-
sure and control.   

      
Common Mistakes to Avoid:

Butt up in the air and hips too high
Sliding off and losing balance
Moving too slowly or carefully
Spinning on your stomach, being too far forward
Not driving off your toes to generate pressure

Grip-N-Go Spin Drill
In this variation of the drill, you add in all of the front headlock and side ride grips as you circle. This will quickly 
build the instinct to put your hands in the right spots to attack. Make your goal to speed up as much as you can 
without getting sloppy.












1-6 Crucifix from Side Ride
So far, we’ve spent most of our time covering the sprawl, the spin behind, and maintaining side ride. Those are valu-
able skills on their own, but now we get to what we really want–the crucifix. In this section, will look at your prima-
ry options for trapping the arm and discuss how to choose between your tools.

Baiting
People laugh the first time they see this, but it works a surprisingly well. You can usually get a “free” one against 
someone not familiar with the crucifix. To catch more cautious opponents, you need to break their focus by threat-
ening other attacks (like clock chokes and taking the back) to the point that they become desperate to grab whatev-
er you put in front of them.

Knee Slide and Heel Stomp
This simple way of trapping the arm is also the most dependable. Assuming you can get your knee in, it’s your 
strongest tool for exposing the arm so you can stomp over it. Be a little wary of over-committing and losing your 
balance, but later you will learn how to recover if you do.

Knee Drop
Once people become wary of the crucifix, they can defend by turtling up tighter and blocking your knee from 
sliding in. But no matter how hard they try, it’s nearly impossible to close the space between their hip and armpit. 
When you encounter an exceptionally tight turtle, pop up and drop your knee into that gap to crack their position, 
then follow up with a knee slide and heel stomp.





















Forearm Grind
So your opponent couldn’t stop you from driving your knee in, but they aren’t giving up their arm without a fight. 
They can buy time by holding your knee tightly so there’s no space for your foot to step over. By grinding your heel 
into their forearm, you can work your way in and give them nowhere else to go. The pressure or the pain should do 
the trick.

      
Grab and Pull
This is the caveman answer–you want it, so grab it! Pull the arm out and stomp over it. If it’s stupid and works, it’s 
not stupid.

Jerk and Bully
You can catch an opponent off guard by suddenly jerking them around and threatening to bounce their face off the 
ground. Most people will instinctively post their hands to catch their balance and protect their face, exposing their 
arm for a quick stomp over.


























1-7 Catching It In Transition
It’s time to put all the pieces together! Think of what we’ve covered so far as building blocks. I’ve shown you each 
piece and taught you its purpose, and now we see how they all fit together. As you experiment with your new tech-
niques in drilling and sparring, you will make your own connections and combinations, so the potential impact on 
that the crucifix will have on your game is likely much higher than the sequences you are learning here. At the same 
time, these sequences give you the foundation that you need to build your own masterpiece, so don’t skimp on the 
details.

The two progressions below take the techniques we’ve been doing so far—sprawling, spinning behind, securing 
grips, knee driving, heel stomping—and turn them into a smooth flow. The techniques are almost the same, but the 
little pauses are cut out, and we’re aiming for our ultimate crucifix position without stopping to think of the next 
step.

Sprawl to Fast Spin Behind and Crucifix

Knowing I want the crucifix, I prepare to knee drop/slide and heel stomp to trap the arm as I spin behind. This is 
often an easy transition if they aren’t quick to retract their arms after being sprawled on.

  
Spin Behind from Side Control to Crucifix

As our opponent turns in to escape side control, we execute our spin behind, knowing a gap is usually opening-up 
on the far side. We could throw in a hook to take the back, but here we wedge a knee in and heel drag for the cruci-
fix. As tempting as the back-take may be, the crucifix is sometimes the faster, safer option.
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